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CHAPTER H
employment and unemployment in belation to the money
wages bill apart from reflex effects of changes in
money wage rates on the money wages bill	. 214
§§ 1-7. After some preliminaries the employment situation is
considered in relation to a stationary wages bill:
§§ 8-9. To one fluctuating about a constant mean »
§ 10. To a wages bill moving steadily upwards :
§ 11. To one fluctuating about an upward trend.
CHAPTER III
the implications or reflex influences from changes in
money rates of wages on the money wages bill . 221
§§ 1-2. Changes in money wage rates in general cause changes in
the money wages bill in the same direction, but, with a normal
monetary and banking system, in a smaller proportion.
§ 3. Since the change in the wages bill again reacts on the rate
of wages and so on continuously, in convergent series, it can be
shown that all the results reached in the last chapter remain intact.
§ 4. But with a monetary and banking system so controlled that
the rate of interest is held constant in the face of rising money
wage rates, a rise in them leads to an equi-proportionate rise in
the money wages bill.
§ 5. This does not upset the conclusions reached in the last
chapter about the consequences of fluctuations or of trend move-
ments.
§ 6. But it does upset the conclusion that policies designed to
push up the money wages bill from a lower level to a given higher
level will, in general, be nullified by compensating movements in
money wage rates. Such policies will in these circumstances raise
the mean level of employment — at the cost of a continuing
monetary expansion.
CHAPTER IV
the money wages bill in relation to aggregate money
outlay if money wage rates are fixed	.	. 225
§§ 1-2. Upward or downward trends in aggregate money outlay
entail trends in the same sense in the money wages bill.
§§ 3-7. With labour perfectly mobile steadying money outlay,
in all practically interesting cases, entails steadying tho money
wages bill: though it need not always render its average size
larger.
§§ 8-9. If labour is perfectly immobile between the public and the
private sectors of industry, for the public sector to transfer outlay
from times of high to times of low aggregate outlay will steady or
•unsteady the aggregate wages bill according as it steadies or un-
eteadies that of the public sector itself.
§ 10. If labour is perfectly mobile between the two sectors it
must steady the aggregate wages bill in either case.
§ 11. Anything that improves mobility increases the likelihood

